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"Build to specification" Options - for static hot water models 

Time Out - Machine automatically cuts out after a pre-determined period of time. 
Allows operator to perform tasks within the timed period. 

Auto Stop - The machine automatically switches off directly after use. 

Frost Protection - Lining of the cabinet to protect against frost in mild frost 

conditions. 

Frost Stat - Thermostat and heater that automatically switches on in frost 

conditions, to protect the unit in harsher frost conditions. 

Auto Chemical - Detergent system can be automatically operated by either token 

operation, changing lances, or reducing the working pressure. 

Auto Foam - Addition of air into a special detergent to produce a foam for longer 

contact time and to reduce detergent waste. 

Satellite Switching - A remote box fitted away from the unit, and usually closer to 
the working area. 

Integral Fuel Tank - An internally fitted fuel tank where a supply of fuel is not 
available. 

Restricted Switching - Settings for pressure, detergent amount, temperature etc 
are fitted and locked inside the cabinet, allowing operators only basic pre-set 

options. 

Coin Operation - Coins or tokens used to operate the machine, to allow monitoring 
or charging out of running costs. 

Key Pad - Numerical key pads so operators need pin numbers to operate the 
machine, selective usage of features, and to allow monitoring of usage. 

Swipe Start - A swipe card is required to allow operator usage. 

Colour Code - Colour coded lances that give the operator different settings of 
pressure or detergent etc and allows restriction of operator usage. 

Services Connection - Direct connection to mains power, water and services to 
prevent operator abuse. 

Exhaust Connection - Fitting of an exhaust flue to vent any fume from the unit 

inside buildings where there is a requirement to do so. 
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